Choice board
1. What is your favourite
dish?
Write it down and give
reasons.
2. Share it with your
neighbour!

1. Write down three
sentences about what you
would NEVER EVER eat.
2. Talk to your neighbour
and tell him or her why
those foods seem so
disgusting to you.

1. Imagine you were Charlie, 1. Find a product you like
and you need to cook dinner
for Lola. What would you
2. Give three reasons why
cook for her?
you like it.
Draw a picture of it!
3. Make a rhyme.
2. What would you tell her if Example:
she refuses to eat your
Cherries are delicious but I
meal? How would you
don't like any fishes!
convince her to eat it?
Write down two sentences!
1. Write down three
1. What does Charlie do to
vegetables which are
make his sister Lola eat
named in the book!
food that she thinks she
(You can check your spelling doesn’t like?
afterwards with the help of Write down at least two
the book).
sentences!
2. Can you think of two
more vegetables?
Write them also down!

1. Lola says, “carrots are for
rabbits”. Can you think of
other things which rabbits
can eat?
Write them down!
2. What can you feed other
animals for example a dog
or a cat?
Write down some ideas.
1. Imagine you were Lola
and write a diary entry in
which she thinks about all
the new foods which she
tasted that day!
2. Imagine you were Charlie
and write a diary entry in
which you think about how
easy it was to convince Lola
to eat tomatoes!
1. Find a new title for the
book! --> Because in the end
Lola eats a tomato.

2. Write down some notes
about what the author
thought when she was
2. Draw a table in which you giving this title to the book.
list all the foods in the book
and sort them into healthy
and unhealthy foods.

ISL Collective Video lesson
https://en.islcollective.com/video-lessons/i-will-never-not-ever-eat-a-tomato
Goose Chase
https://gsch.se/game/ffb45a35209242fb9b1d86e068093556/co-manage/
1) Find the healthiest food that is in your fridge 400 Points
Go to your family fridge and take a picture of the healthiest food you can find.
Don't worry if you find more than one food. Pick the one you like the most.
2) Find the unhealthiest food 400 Points
Look for the unhealthiest food you can find in your home. If you don't find it, you can also
look for it at the supermarket. Take a picture of it and upload it.
3) Search for food which is unknown to you 400 Points
Search for food which is unknown to you. Take a picture of you trying it out.
4) #zero waste - find one ugly food 500 Points
Find a product that no longer looks quite so fresh but can still be eaten. It can also be a fruit
that has not grown straight. Take a picture of it!
5) Find a product with a Nurti-Score sign 600 Points
Look for a product with a Nutri-Score sign on it and take a picture of it.
You can find an example below.
6) Evaluate the food which you tried out 700 Points
Evaluate the food you have never eaten before.
Give either 3 reasons why you liked it or 3 reasons why you did not like it.
Write them down.

Creative Task
In the book, Charlie keeps inventing new names for the vegetables that Lola doesn't like.
Now it's your turn!
Think of a dish or a fruit that could be something else.
Step 1: Draw a picture or take a photo of whatever you have chosen in the original.
Step 2: change it so that it can be called something else, like in the story. Don’t forget to
name it!
Example:
1. Green Smoothie

